Facilitating back-to-work strategies that promote the highest level of protection for employees, while providing safe and efficient screening and clearance procedures.

Providing the safest possible environment for your employees is good business. The Synergy Med Global Solutions “Keep Your Business Running” system is the most effective and cost-effective solution to the duty of care requirements of your business. The Synergy Med system is designed for military, industrial, healthcare and retail environments, and is manufactured in 11 locations throughout the United States. We’re in business to keep you in business.
MC3

The MC3 contains many technological innovations aimed at improving care and safety for employees. It is an extremely durable, modular, expandable, upgradeable, and fully transportable multi-use, clinical environment.

Employees deserve more than a parking lot with a tent and table. Provide a comprehensive and efficient back-to-work strategy that your staff can trust. Show them you care.

The MC3 is a mobile, transportable, clean-clinical environment that provides a comprehensive, highly targeted solution for administering efficient health screening, clearance-for-entry, testing, and employee urgent care.

FULLY STAFFED FOR RAPID IMPLEMENTATION

In close partnership with Global Guardian, a leader in clinical and security staffing, MC3 units can be delivered on-site, fully staffed with licensed medical and security personnel for immediate implementation.

Whether your company has 100 employees or 100,000, Synergy Med Global Design Solutions offers bundled MC3 packages designed to provide a complete screening and point-of-entry solution based on your organization’s size.
How will you get your employees back to work safely?
How will you continue to keep your employees safe at work?

Each MC3 Container includes/Provides:

- Modular Clinical Environments with a universal infrastructure that allows for quick and easy on-site modification into different care, testing, triaging and administrative modalities.
- Automated or manual cleaning cycle with HP Vapor (vaporized hydrogen peroxide) for greater than 6-log decontamination delivering greater then 99.9999% reduction in pathogens in select care setting chambers, the entire MC3 unit, equipment and PPE such as face masks and other items allowing for reuse.
- Hermetically sealing care modules to support disinfection cycle, patient isolation, or to protect personnel from outside chemical or environmental hazards. Each unit has dedicated air handling units with pharmaceutical grade HEPA filtration.
  - Hooks in to grid for power and data with optional off-grid power options.
  - Integrated potable water and waste system as well as ability to tap into community water and waste.
- Smart data acquisition and tracking with active and passive RFID technology is pre-installed in each unit. Each MC3 has GPS tracking and solar arrays to enable easy asset management and supply (including medications) support management.

Each MC3 unit is fully integrated with multiple SYNERGY CLEAR stand-alone kiosks, the MC3 provides unprecedented access-point control opportunities.

Every Kiosk Includes:

- No-touch Temperature Diagnostics
- Card Reader Access
- Hand Sanitation Dispenser
- Recorded Access Control
- Interactive Video
- Online Messaging
- Advanced Facial-recognition
- Stand-alone or Integrated with HR and Access Control Systems.

Network Multiple Kiosks Together at Corporate Plant or Division Sites.
Demonstrate your commitment to employees by delivering the best-in-class solution, set up at your location, immediately.

For larger organizations, consider moving your on-site clinic outside by combining multiple MC3 units together, with multiple SYNERGY CLEAR Kiosks. Create a temporary or permanent, on-premise health care community for employees and family members to access as part of your organization’s on-going screening and vaccination protocol.

EMPLOYEE CLEARANCE BEST PRACTICE: Security | Health Check | Hand Cleaning

**ADMITTANCE** - Employees with sanitized hands and normal temperature reading are given access to enter the building.

**ASSISTANCE PROVIDED** - Employees denied access are directed to the MC3 clinic for additional assistance and testing.

Optionally connect your HR systems and door access system.

Synergy Med Global Design Solutions is the developer of the original CLEAN CUBE Medical System and a leader of clean clinical space design. With over 50 years of experience and three patented products, we strive to develop safer, smarter clinical spaces for employees, patients and medical professionals.

In response to the Covid-19 virus, our recent efforts have focused exclusively on assembling the most comprehensive corporate health-screening solution available.

Synergy Med Global Design Solutions
info@Synergy-MedSolutions.com
T: 970-236-6453
D: 720-822-9082

MC3 Video Overview Available at: Synergy-MedSolutions.com/MC3-RR